Mazda 3 v6

The Mazda3 known as the Mazda Axela in Japan first three generations , a combination of
"accelerate" and "excellent" [4] is a compact car manufactured in Japan by Mazda. For the
model year, Mazda began offering the Mazda 3 with their newly-developed SkyActiv technology,
including a more rigid body, a new direct-injection engine, and a new 6-speed transmission. For
the model, the all-new Mazda3 is equipped with the newly-developed SkyActiv technology,
including the latest SkyActiv-X, SkyActiv-G and SkyActiv-D engines, each of which provides
responsive speed control in any driving situation, and a Spark-Controlled Compression Ignition
system. The Mazda3 became Mazda's fastest-selling vehicle in January , with cumulative sales
of over 6 million units. By , Hasip Girgin's design was chosen as a finalist. Girgin was sent to
work in Hiroshima for 6 months, after which the final design was frozen for scheduled
production. The front suspension comprises MacPherson struts , with coil springs and an
anti-roll bar. The rear suspension is a Ford-designed "E-link" multi-link suspension , with four
locating links per wheel and an anti-roll bar, suspended on coil springs that are mounted
inboard of the shock absorbers to reduce suspension intrusion into the cargo area. The first
generation of the Mazda 3 has been known to have spontaneous piston failure in the form of the
piston itself cracking which is a result of manufacturing anomalies that has plagued a small
percentage of the normally reliable car. Wheel and tire sizes vary with model, from 15" on base
models to optional 17" wheels on upper-level models. When first introduced, United
States-market Mazda3 models were available in only two trim levels, i and s, with the 2. Since
then Mazda has introduced additional models under the Touring and Grand Touring labels. All
three models use the inline-4 Mazda MZR engine , with various types, displacements and
outputs including the MZ-CD turbodiesel , depending on model and market. Transmissions are a
five-speed manual transmission and a four-speed automatic transmission ; since the model
year, a five-speed automatic is optional on models with the 2. This transmission has now been
made standard on the 2. Japanese market JIS ratings :. European market ECE ratings :.
Australian market ADR net ratings :. Official performance figures for the European Mazda3 1.
Wheels magazine reported an 8. The 1. In test results for the Mazda 3 Maxx Sport five-door 2. In
its test results for the Mazda3 five-door with the 2. Car and Driver documented the acceleration
of a Mazda3 four-door sedan. Equipped with a 2. For the model year, Mazda added variable
valve timing and variable-length intake runners to the 2. The automatic transmission used in the
S trim Mazda3 with the 2. The smaller engine had already been PZEV-certified. The colour
palette was also simplified in , with the deletion of Canary Yellow and Lava Orange Mica. The 3
received a minor cosmetic facelift for the model year with minimal exterior, interior and
mechanical changes. On base models, the black plastic at the top of the grille became
body-coloured. The front fascia and bumper were changed with a floating foglight design and
the lower air intake opening was reshaped to better resemble the typical "Mazda five-point face.
The LED brake lights were added to compete with the growing trend of higher-end vehicles
using LED tail lamps for more visible light output. The range of alloy wheels were redesigned,
featuring a inch alloy wheel for the Grand Touring version. The rear fascia was slightly changed
adding a notch on the bumper cover of the sedan. Several new exterior colors were added,
phantom blue, a copper red metallic April, , Aurora Blue and dark cherry. The Titanium Gray
color was replaced with a darker Galaxy Gray color. The interior of the Mazda3 was offered with
several new color choices and an audio jack in the centre console, allowing the use of digital
music players. Also, Takara models, which were introduced in the upgrade, added climate
control and 6- CD autochanger to the TS specification. The model also includes less visible
mechanical changes. The keyless entry system was improved. Reinforcements to the body shell
improve overall chassis rigidity. The front dampers of the MacPherson strut suspension have
been re-tuned to quicken steering response and reduce understeer. The hydraulic dampers of
the multi-link rear suspension were also re-tuned to match the front suspension changes.
Mazda engineers and designers addressed concerns regarding cabin noise level by redesigning
or changing multiple systems and adding sound-deadening material to the roof lining and hood
panel. In the UK, all Mazda3s have a 3-year unlimited mileage warranty, 3-year roadside
assistance and 12 year anti perforation warranty as standard. Canadian Mazda3s received
standard seat-mounted side-airbags and body-shell-mounted side-curtain airbags across the
model range. Previously, both airbag types were not available. An additional trim level included
the Sport GX with a 2. Compared to the GX sedan, the GX hatchback has body-coloured door
handles, and fog lamps. Options for the Sport GX include air conditioning, a convenience
package containing power accessories and inch alloys, and a rear trunk spoiler. The GS sedan
received standard inch alloy wheels, previously only available with the moonroof option, while
the GX had inch alloy wheels added to the convenience package which includes steering-wheel
mounted audio controls, power windows, power locks, and remote entry. The GS hatchback
now comes with factory-installed air conditioning. GT models received standard xenon

headlights, previously part of the leather package. In the U. This new model added a body-color
front grille, fog lights and 17" alloy wheels, giving it a very similar appearance to the more
expensive s models. The interior also received leather-covered steering wheel and shift knob
from the s model. Anti-lock brakes and side-impact airbags, previously optional, were now
standard. Initial news reports indicated the model year would receive a minor facelift by the end
of the year with exterior design modifications that included chrome door handles, a new roof
spoiler, expanded use of black moldings on the rear bumper, and new alloy-wheel options. The
model year was only a few months long as production ceased in November The base "Neo"
guise came with remote central locking, a four speaker sound system with a CD Player among
other features. Building upon the Neo, the "Maxx" offered power windows and mirrors, alloy
wheels, remote keyless central locking, six speakers and an in-dash sound system. The "Maxx
Sport" added primarily cosmetic features, with that including a body kit, front fog lamps and
larger alloy wheels. The "SP23" gained a larger engine as well as other smaller luxury features.
Updates included refreshed front and rear light fixtures, as well updated alloy wheels and a new
fog light configuration. A high performance "MPS" Hatch was introduced into the lineup within
this update. The 3 continuously sold well throughout the BK generation, reaching 4th in
Australian sales within The following table lists sales throughout its tenancy. In development
from and designed under Kunihiko Kurisu from early to August , in November Mazda debuted
the second-generation Mazda3 with restyled exterior. Two engines were offered in the US and
Canadian markets, the 2. The C1 architecture, a collaboration of Ford, Mazda, and Volvo, [34] is
carried over from the previous generation [35] though marginally wider, longer and lighter than
the previous generation. The 2. In other markets, more engines are offered including a new 2.
The new Mazda3 is slightly larger than the older Mazda3 and is available in "i" and "s" versions.
The European model includes a start-stop system with the 2. Midway through , features
including side mirrors with integrated turn signals, footwell lighting, and power seat memory
functions were removed. Full details and images of the high-powered Mazdaspeed3 a. It comes
with Mazda's SkyActiv-G 2. Skyactiv models receive a blue ring around the projectors in the
headlamps. The third-generation Mazda3 was revealed in Australia on 26 June It has a drag
coefficient Cd of 0. Two SkyActiv engines are offered in North American markets, the 2. The
Mazda3 equipped with a 2. In its first-drive review of the Mazda 3, the auto enthusiast weblog
Jalopnik stated that "once the 2. For the model year, the 2. Model grades for the U. The model
ranked number one among Affordable Small Cars in U. In Europe, three SkyActiv-G gasoline
engines are offered, one 1. In , the Mazda3 made it to the finals of the European Car of the Year
competition. For the UK market, the Mazda3 Sedan is marketed as a fastback. Thailand models
of Mazda3 went on sale in 18 March A concept version of the Mazda3, with an engine powered
by compressed natural gas, was unveiled in at the Tokyo Motor Show. In Malaysia, the
third-generation Mazda3 was first launched in March fully imported from Japan and was
available with a sole 2. The vehicle was unveiled at the Tokyo Motor Show. As of 22 January ,
cumulative production of the Mazda3 production reached four million units since June AAT
began on 14 March Changes include a new dashboard layout, new front and rear exterior styling
the latter, only in the hatchback , new first-of-its-kind G-Vectoring Control and diesel option was
dropped. Safety and driver assistance features were also improved, adding a traffic
sign-recognition sensor [73] and pedestrian detection with the pre-collision braking system. The
update debuted in North America for the model year. In the United States, the "i" and "s"
monikers were dropped, leaving the Sport 2. The Mazda3 hatchback and sedan were both
unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show on 28 November , and global sales began in early With
the release of this generation, the "Axela" nameplate was dropped in the Japanese market as
part of Mazda's new global naming structure. The fourth-generation Mazda3 may be equipped
with a spark-controlled compression ignition engine, called the SkyActiv-X. From Wikipedia, the
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crossover. Mazda makes both piston and Wankel "rotary" engines. This page summarizes the
various engine families and variations. Although Mazda is well known for their Wankel "rotary"
engines , the company has been manufacturing piston engines since the earliest years of the
Toyo Kogyo company. Early on, they produced overhead camshaft , aluminum blocks, and an
innovative block containing both the engine and transmission in one unit. This section
summarizes piston engine developments. Note that only Mazda's V-twin , Inline-4 , and V6
configurations have made it to market. The company has engineered and completed a W12
engine by for use in their proposed Amati luxury car brand. Due to financial hardships during
that time, the luxury brand was abandoned as well as those two engines. Like several other
Japanese makers, Mazda produced V-twin engines for their three-wheeled delivery vehicles of
the s. These were also used in some of the tiny keicars of the s. These were essentially
motorcycle engines, and were largely superseded by water-cooled straight-4 engines in a few
years, except for in the Mazda R which remained in production until especially for the
handicapped. Mazda's strength since the s has been in its line of Inline-4 engines. Mazda has
created three families of in-house V6 engines. As of , they build and use the Ford Duratec V6
design. Mazda is the only producer of successful Wankel engines , positioning them as a prime
sports car powerplant. All of Mazda's Wankels are based on their first design of the s, though
there have been significant developments over the four decades. After Mazda RX-8 production
ceased in , Mazda has carried on with testing prototypes to re-introduce the rotary as part of the
"SkyActiv" lineup, dubbed SkyActiv R, displacing cc and featuring direct injection, laser ignition
and forced induction. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Mazda2
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Mazda6. If a Mazda 3 shows up when you call your next Uber, we'd forgive you for confusing it
with a far more expensive Audi or BMW as you settle into the passenger's seat. Mazda often
straddles the line between mainstream and luxury, and it pays off in its bread-and-butter
hatchback, particularly in the swanky Premium and Premium Plus trims. A trio of four-cylinder
engines are on the menu, as is all-wheel drive. The 3 continues to be one of the most refined
and athletic compact cars on sale today, with high-tech infotainment and driver-assistance
features that provide a class-above experience. That said, adding those features may drive the
3's price beyond what buyers in this segment are willing to pay, giving mainstream stalwarts
like the Toyota Corolla and Honda Civic an edge. Mazda has added two engines to the 3's lineup
this year, including a turbocharged 2. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the base model now
comes with a naturally aspirated 2. Otherwise, the model year is marked by some shuffling of
equipment between the trims. For example, navigation, SiriusXM satellite radio, and a speaker
Bose stereo system are no longer standard on the mid-range Preferred trim, but it does gain a

power sunroof. The 3 hatchback is tempting because of its distinct appearance, but the hatch's
bulbous backside compromises visibility. Instead, we'd stick with the sedan. Mazda offers three
different four-cylinder engines with the 3, starting with a 2. It makes horsepower and comes
only with front-wheel drive. Moving up to the hp 2. Buyers can get a six-speed manual but only
if they stick with front-wheel drive. Opting for the all-wheel drive system mandates a six-speed
automatic transmission. While every 3 responds quickly to gas-pedal inputs, neither of the
nonturbo models is particularly quick. We haven't tested the new turbocharged engine, but we
expect to see big improvements in performance over the other two. Both the hatchback and
sedan feel composed on straight and twisty roads and provide a refined ride quality. We've
praised the new Mazda 3 for retaining the fun-to-drive nature of the outgoing model. It has tight
body control, natural-feeling steering, and a firm ride that manages not to punish occupants
when going over rough roads. The most fuel efficient Mazda 3 is the sedan with the base 2. The
turbocharged hatchback model with all-wheel drive is the least fuel efficient, with ratings of 23
mpg city and 31 mpg highway. We tested an all-wheel-drive automatic-equipped sedan with the
nonturbo 2. We also tested a similarly equipped hatchback, which beat its highway rating by 2
mpg for 34 mpg observed. The front-drive stick-shift 3 returned 38 mpg 3 more than estimated.
Mazda thoughtfully designed the 3's cabin with premium materials. Buyers can outfit either
body style with a slew of desirable features, but the best ones are tied into the trim-level
hierarchy. For instance, a head-up display, heated front seats, and leather upholstery are all
reserved for the topmost trims. Still, the 3 sedan and hatchback have supportive seats and
comfortable passenger accommodations. However, the two-box model has the worst rear
visibility among compact hatchbacks due to its curvaceous design taking priority over
sightlines. Interior cubby storage is adequate, but those who want the most cargo space should
choose the sedan, which held six carry-on bags in the trunk versus the hatch's five. Both held
16 bags with the back
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seat folded. The system is easy to use and controlled solely by a console-mounted rotary knob.
Those who want Apple CarPlay and Android Auto capability will have to look above the base
model, and the available speaker Bose audio system and SiriusXM satellite radio are found only
on the top two models. Every model also boasts a bevy of standard driver-assistance
technology , such as automated emergency braking and automatic high-beam headlights. Other
key safety features include:. Mazda covers the 3 sedan and hatchback with a conventional
warranty plan that can't compete with Hyundai and Kia 's lengthy 10 years or , miles of
powertrain coverage. Toyota is the only competitor to offer complimentary scheduled
maintenance in this segment. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Mazda 3. Marc Urbano Car and
Driver. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Mazda.

